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Presentation Notes
Welcome to E-mail management for Office 365 and Beyond  presented by UW-Madison Records ManagementBy Peg Eusch, CRM  UW-Madison’s University Records Officer



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Generally Accepted RecordKeeping Priniciples aka “the Principles” are high level principles for management of the University Records and Information.  They apply to electronic records such as e-mailAccountability: Employees are accountable for good management of their records and information.Transparency: Department have their records management processes documented in how and where the information is managed and stored.Integrity: That the records are what they purport to be.  That they are authentic and show a chain of custody.Protection:  That Personally Identifiable information  and Personal Health Information are protected. An example is that SSN should not be used in email or other sensitive information which is not encrypted. Compliance:  That the university and employees are incompliance with university policies such as the Records Retention Policy.Availability: The email is organized and easily retrievable Retention:  That record and email are not keep any longer that the policy states and are deleted in the normal course of business.Disposition:  That records are disposed of in accordance with the records retention policy and are either transferred to the UW-Madison Archives or Destroyed or destroyed confidentially. 



WHAT IS E-MAIL? 

Short for electronic mail, or e-mail is text messages that may 
contain files, images, or other attachments sent through a 
network to a specified individual or group of individuals. 
http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/e/email.htm 
 

Structure of e-mail : Metadata, Subject, Body and attachments 
Content of e-mail What is the information in the email? 
Context: What is being said in the email and understood?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is Electronic Mail or E-Mail?Electronic mail or email are text messages that may contain files, images, or other attachments sent through a network to a specified individual or group of individuals.Electronic records consist of Content, Context and StructureE-mail records consists of the Metadata such as the To From Date and SubjectSubject is important in being able to manage and sort your email.  Change the thread when the conversation changes.The Body consists of the message and any finally are any attachments.  Together the metadata, body and attachments this is make up a record.  

http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/t/text.htm
http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/f/file.htm
http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/i/image.htm
http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/a/attachme.htm
http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/e/email.htm


MIGRATION TO O365 

Before migrating e-mail into O365 it is a great time to clean 
and delete all the old email. 

Start with e-mails that would be considered NON-RECORDS   
The benefit of  deleting before migration is that old 

information will not go into a new system. 
 It gives you a fresh start with better management and 

organization of  your business communication.  

What type of e-mail can you begin to Delete?? 
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Presentation Notes
So when it comes time to migrate to O365,  having a clean and up to date in and out box will lessen the risk of email not migrating over correctly.  Why put all that old data into a new system?   This is the opportunity to get a fresh start with how you work and manage your e-mail. So what type of email can you begin to delete?  



In the paper world you go to the mail box to 
get your mail.  You sort your mail and get rid of 
the ads (non records) and keep the bills 
(records). 
 
 It’s the same in the electronic world.  You have 
to delete the non records and then organize 
the emails you need to keep to take action on 
them.   

Ongoing Maintenance… 
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Keeping up with e-mail.In organizing your email one need to go through and sort it out and determine what is important and what is not.  What is a record and what is not a record. In the paper world you go to the mail box to get your mail.  You sort your mail and get rid of the ads (non records) and keep the bills (records). It’s the same in the electronic world.  You have to delete the non records and then organize the emails you need to keep to take action on them.  



THE EMAIL UNIVERSE 

Non-Record

Transitory

Routine

Other Record

Non-
Records 

Transitory 

Some caveats: 
• Proportions are not 

exact 
• Your specific 

proportions may 
differ 

• If you need an 
email for reference, 
keep it 
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So now let’s take a look at the universe of email. There are five categories shown here– non-record, transitory, routine, Records, The proportions are not exact because each situation is different depending on the content of the email.   What you should take away from this is that the vast, vast majority of emails that you receive are considered Non-records which can be deleted right away.  Now, the question I usually get at this point is “how do I tell which is which?”  You don’t have time to sit down all day and figure out “oh, is this transitory, is this routine, etc.” So let’s break these categories down a bit more and see how to tell which is which.



NON-RECORDS 

Non-
Records 

70% 
 

• SPAM, E-Lists, BCC or 
CC’ed e-mails(duplicates), 
Invites, Reminders,  

• List serve - unsubscribe to 
those you don’t want.  

• May be useful as reference 
material 

• NO OBLIGATION to keep 
under records law 
 

ACTION: Delete on receipt 
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First, non-records. These are going to make up about 70% of what you get in your email box, and in fact that figure might be conservative if anything. Now, actual SPAM or Junk, of course, is going to either be sent directly to your spam folder or you’ll recognize right away. But what about all those mailing lists you’re signed up for? All your professional listservs? Any of those emails that your subordinates copy you on as a heads up? *None* of that is a record, *none* of it gives you any obligation to keep it, and *all* of it is taking up space in your inbox. Get rid of it, or at least funnel it off to its own folder. Of course, if you *do* need it for reference purposes, sure, go ahead, keep it. But try to keep it somewhere it won’t get in the way of your active email, and you should think about exporting it periodically to keep it from gumming up your account.  The retention for this email is delete right away.



TRANSITORY 
EMAIL 

Transitory 
15% 

 

• Courtesy Copies, Reference 
materials or an initial version of a 
document that has been 
superseded.  

• Rarely useful beyond initial 
context (or date mentioned, etc.) 

• Replaces in-person conversation 

• Minimal retention requirements 

ACTION: Retain for 7 days  and Delete 
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Next is transitory email. I use 5-hour energy for the picture here because Transitory email sort of has the same functionality– you get a lot of use out of it right away, and then it just sort of hangs around in your system making your sort of sluggish until you get rid of it. This is definitely a record, because it has to do with your activities in your job, but it’s not a record with a lot of staying power– if you’ve ever sent out an email trying to coordinate timing for a meeting, or just replied “yes” to an in-house question, you know what I’m talking about. Examples: a quick response to a request , which did not necessitate special research or supervisory review. This is email that could replace in person conversationsTo think about it another way is this email going to have any relevance to what you’re doing one month or 6 months down the road? If not, it’s probably transitory, and you should get rid of it once its effective date has passed. The Retention for this email is to retain for 7 days and then delete.



EXAMPLE #1 
OF TRANSITORY 
E-MAIL 
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In this example the Email was created instead of a phone conversation.  This email would be classified as transitory. 



EXAMPLE 2  OF 
TRANSITORY  
EMAIL 
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Here the professor wanted to make the Copy Shop to make copies course document before the class . Once the class is completed,  the professor email copy would be considered transitory, but for the copy shop this email may be routine because of billing requirements.The copy shop may retain the same message longer than the professor.



ROUTINE EMAIL Routine 
~8% 

• Ongoing conversations, 
transactions with customers or 
colleagues.  

• Business Process oriented  

• Continuing use, but rarely after 
transaction is completed 

• Limited retention requirements 

ACTION: Delete 6 months after end of 
transaction  EVT+ 6 months 
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Next, Routine email is sort of the “bread and butter” of most people’s accounts– it’s the email that you need to keep because it relates to a particular project or issue you’re working on, but it doesn’t necessarily have a lot of long-term value beyond that project. You can think of routine email sort of like the old paper chronological files offices used to keep– you need to be able to show that you’ve done due diligence in responding to a customer or giving feedback on a report, but the correspondence that is created isn’t of much interest to anybody but you and them. So for email like this, you should generally put it somewhere where it can hang out for about 6 months once you’re done with it, then delete it. In Outlook you can automate this process to an extent.  The retention for this email is Delete 6 months ager the end of the project of transaction.



EXAMPLE # 1  
ROUTINE E-MAIL 
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In this email the team lead of the project is updating the team.  This would be considered a Routine Email because it is communication that would be part of the routine process of updating the team.  



EXAMPLE #2 
ROUTINE E-MAIL 
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In this example the email is to the Senior Grade reported asking that a list with student and exam numbers be submitted for the course.  This email would be considered Routine because it is part of the routine process for grade submission.  



RECORDS IN E-MAIL Records 8% 

• Content of the email  

• Retention according to appropriate 
records schedule 

• Ongoing active/inactive use 

ACTION: Retain for length of appropriate 
university records retention schedule. 
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Finally other Records: these are emails that fall into an existing records schedule based on the content of the email.  For example, Student correspondence– you need to hold onto it until the student gets enrolled, or not enrolled. So, content is what determines how long a email is kept and which appropriate records retention schedule is applied to it. 

http://archives.library.wisc.edu:2784/records/rda.html%23general-records
http://archives.library.wisc.edu:2784/records/rda.html%23general-records


IDENTIFYING  UNIVERSITY RECORDS 
 

“Records” are defined in WI Stat. 16.61  

So How Do I know if I have a Record? 
Was the record created in the course of business? 

Does the record document university activities and actions? 

 Is the record mandated by a legal requirement? 

Does the record support financial obligations or legal claims? 

Does the record communicate University requirements? 

If you answer “YES” to any of these questions, you have a 
University Record 
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Identifying University and Public Records.In identifying university and public records.  The term “Records” is defined in Wisconsin State Statue 16.61 and 19.32.  These are both broad definitions of what constitutes a record.  So What is a University Record??  Ask your self the following questions. Was it created in the course of business?Correspondence, agreements, studiesWas it received for action?Open Record request or controlled correspondenceDoes it document university activities and actions?Calendars, meeting minutes, project reportsIs it mandated by a state statute or regulation?Some records have a regulatios on how long to keep them.  Does it support financial obligations or legal claims?Grants, contracts, litigation case filesDoes it communicate University requirements?Guidance documents, policies or procedures or an annual report.



SOME EXAMPLES OF OFFICIAL RECORDS 
 

 Policies and Directives 
 Correspondence related to official business 
 Work schedules 
 Meeting minutes and agendas 
 Any document the initiates, authorizes or completes a business 

transaction 
 Reports 
 Tenure Documentation 
 Student Admission Documentation 
 Search and Screen   
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Here are some examples of the types of records that would be considered Official Records and are tied to a records schedule. 



CHECK THE APPROVED UNIVERSITY 
RECORDS RETENTION SCHEDULES  
 
LOCATED ON THE UW-MADISON 
RECORDS MANAGEMENT WEBSITE 
 
 
 

RECORDS 
SCHEDULES   

http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/index.html 
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You will find the Approved University Records Schedules on the UW-Madison Records Management site which is part of the UW-Archives site.  

http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/index.html
http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/index.html


SO HOW DO I SORT THROUGH THIS? 
 Filters to move lots of emails at once 

 Find the common thread! 

 Folders with dates in title 
 A reminder to destroy on time 

 “Touch Once” method 

 Spend 10 minutes a week going 
through email.  

 What is your Role? 

 

Video - Need more help organizing your e-mail:   
E-mail Organization for Records Management Compliance  11:21 minutes 
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So How Do I Sort through all this e-mail? So, this is an enormous task, not helped by the fact that you’re continuing to get deluged with email every day. I don’t have time in this presentation to go through all of the tips to manage your email, but here are some quick hits.  First, use filters! If you can find a common thread in a group of emails– e.g. they all come from the same domain, or they all have key words in the subject– you can make rules that move emails automatically from your inbox to a folder, or even delete them altogether. This is much, much easier than manually sorting through everything.Next, create folders to group like materials. More importantly, use folders WITH DATES in the title! This way, you can look at a folder and instantly say, “hey, this is from 2012, I only need to keep these emails for a year, I can get rid of all of these all at once.”  For example:  2012 Accounts Payable – tag with 6 yearsI also suggest using something called the “touch once” method, which means once you get an email, you either respond, delete it, or file it IMMEDIATELY after you get it. It’s tempting to use your inbox as a to do list, but that can lead to messy inboxes and overwhelming accounts. You CAN create tasks from an email by right-clicking on them, which is a much better way of dealing with emails you need to respond to, but not right now.Finally, what is your role in the organization, the higher up you are the more you may need to keep. For more tips on organizing your email see “Email Organization for Records Management Compliance”  The video is 11:21 long and may give you more ideas on how to manage your university email.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pkm4RdzCOgY


Examples for Filing & Folders 
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If you would like to use folder structure for e-mail, here are 3 examplesFirst is organizing your folder by a Record Series Second is organizing your folders by a Retention Time.  Third is organizing your folders by a project or a categoryFinally use a folder structure that meet your needs and provides you the ability to locate and retrieve messages in a timely manner. 



ABOVE ALL ELSE… 

 Don’t try to do it all at once! 
You WILL get overwhelmed. 

 Take 5-10 minutes each day 
to move/delete/export 

 Clean Inbox: easier to migrate 
AND quicker to find what you 
need! 

For more resources on management of university records visit : 
http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/index.html 
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The last thing I just want to say about e-mail is that if you try to do it all at once, you’re going to get discouraged and not do it at all. So just carve out a few minutes a day to go through and cull the emails that you don’t really need, and before you know if you’ll have a clean inbox and Sent box.  Schedule the time on your calendar to spending 10 minutes a week schedule in maintaining a health inbox.  You’ll find that your are able to access and retrieve your email in a timely manner and you’ll get better performance from your email client. What’s more, it means it takes less time to convert your mailbox to O365, which is a nice bonus.For more resources on management of university records visit : http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/index.htmlOr the UW-Madison General Records Schedules http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/rda.html#general-records

http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/index.html
http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/index.html


Here are some resources to assist you: 
 
Management of University E-Mail Brochure: Management of University E-mail (2013)  
 
Electronic Communications (E-mail, Text, Chat and Voicemail):  
UW-Madison University Employee Guide to: Electronic Communication Guidance for 
University Records. (2013)  
 
Need help organizing your e-mail? 
E-Mail Organization for Records Management and Compliance. 11:21min. (2013)  
 
Video: UW-System Records Management Series: Business Communications 40 minutes. 
Provides examples of Routine and Transitory E-Mail.  
 
 
Any questions contact the University Records Officer.  
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Here are some resources to assist you:Policy: UW-Madison Records and Information Management Business Communication Recordkeeping Policy for University Records Video - Need more help organizing your e-mail: E-mail Organization for Records Management Compliance 11:21 minsBrochure: Management of University E-mail - 2013 The 2014 UW-Madison Employee Guide to: Electronic Communication Guidance for University Records. This Guide provides information on management of Electronic Communications such as e-mail, text and chat as records. See the Records Mgt Toolbox for Guide.GRS Business Communications Records schedule for E-mail, Text and ChatCheck out the AE E-mail and Calendar Transition page at http://www.365transition.wisc.edu/Office 365 migration overview video.  Here is the location:  http://vimeo.com/97251303Any questions contact the University Records Officer. 

http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/handouts/2013%20email%20brochure.pdf
http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/bulletins/2012%20Electronic%20Communications%20-%20Final.pdf
http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/bulletins/2014%20Final%20Electronic%20Communications.pdf
http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/bulletins/2014%20Final%20Electronic%20Communications.pdf
http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/bulletins/2014%20Final%20Electronic%20Communications.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pkm4RdzCOgY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pkm4RdzCOgY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pkm4RdzCOgY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pkm4RdzCOgY
http://www.uwex.uwc.edu/admin-services/audit/businessComm/
http://www.uwex.uwc.edu/admin-services/audit/businessComm/
http://www.uwex.uwc.edu/admin-services/audit/businessComm/


THANK YOU 
Peg Eusch, CRM, University Records Officer 

UW-Madison Records Management Program 
recmgmt@library.wisc.edu 

 
Web: http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/index.html 
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Thanks for listening, and please take a look at the other email and e-records guidelines on the records management website. Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions before migration to O365.  It is a great time to start fresh and put organization in to to the Thank you again.

mailto:recmgmt@library.wisc.edu
http://records.uwm.edu/
http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/index.html
http://archives.library.wisc.edu/records/index.html
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